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A grand title for a modest proposal about prosperity



Prosperity — A Modern Concept

● Almost all of human existence was of 
relentless suffering 

● Hobbesian existence — “mean, poor, 
nasty, brutish and short”

● Material prosperity matters because we 
are material beings, necessary for human 
development
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How Recent?

● Anatomically modern humans are around 240 
thousand years old

● Represented as a 24-hour day, at 11 PM, they 
shifted to subsistence farming

● Just 1.5 minutes before midnight — 250 years 
ago — they left the Malthusian era and entered 
the modern age
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Population Growth

● It took 700 years for population to double from 250 
million (in the early 800's) to 500 million (in the 
middle 1500's)

● It took all of human history to reach 1 billion in 1800

● Years it took to add the next billion: 124, 33, 15, 12, 
12, 12, 13 (7 billion)

● The fastest doubling happened between 1950 and 
1987: from 2.5 to 5 billion in just 37 years
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Population 1 billion to 7 billion in 200 years — from 1800 to 2011. 7.7 billion in 2019. Of the 100 billion people who ever lived, 7 billion are alive now.
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Most of the world is Asian
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Asia always had 
the majority of the 
world population. 

Before the 1800, 
Asia’s share of the 
world GDP was 
therefore high.

This fact changed 
after the Great 
Enrichment.



The Great Enrichment

● About 250 years ago, the First 
Industrial Revolution in Great Britain

● Population growth was a cause and 
also a consequence of wealth 
production
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Note how the 
shape of the 
world population 
graph is the 
same as the 
world GDP 
graph.
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World has been getting better ever since

The change from 1966 to 2016 — in just 50 years

● Life expectancy increased from 56 years to 72 
years

● Infant mortality dropped from 113 to 32

● Average income rose from $3,700 to $17,500 —
nearly four times

● Food supply per person rose 22 percent

● Extreme poverty almost eliminated
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In 200 years, from 
nearly 90 percent 
living in extreme 
poverty to below 
10 percent is 
good news.

Infant mortality 
dropped from 
over 40% to less 
than 5%.
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Cause of Change

● Technology

● Especially energy technology 



Energy

The story of energy is the story of civilization 

What’s technology
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Technology

Technology is “know how” — how to do something 
— a collection of recipes

● Cumulative 

● Non-rival

● Growth a function of stock

● Flow a function of population
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Science, Technology and Engineering

● Science discovers — What 

● Technology invents —
How

● Engineering creates using 
knowledge
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Technology Invents Resources

● Natural stuff has existed on earth for 
billions of years

● There are no “natural resources” —
all resources are human inventions

● Inexhaustible natural resources
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Technology Changes the World

Technology

● Produces capital

● New products and processes

● Increases productivity 

● Structural changes — the shift from agriculture to 
industry
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Technology and Change

● Technology produces changes

● Accelerating rate of change reflects 
accelerating rate of growth of technology
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The Production-Consumption Gap

● None of us produces what we consume and 
none of us consumes what we produce

The Bridge?
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Exchange

● Human propensity to trade, barter and exchange  

● Voluntary trade is a positive-sum game

● Trades and exchanges happens in markets

Markets are the greatest 
technological invention
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Free Markets

● No barriers to entry or exit

● Free markets entail, demand, necessitate private property

● Cooperation without kinship

● Division of labor and division of knowledge increases 
productivity

● Free markets create wealth
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Economics

● Study of human behavior

● Trades and trade-offs

● Adam Smith’s book — An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes 
of the Wealth of Nations (1776)

The division of labor, specialization, 
and the division of knowledge
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The Great Divergence

● All people were equally poor

● People are essentially the same

● Why are some countries rich?
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India, China and the US

GDP per capita in 1820 versus 2016

● 1820:  
● US  $ 2,000        China       $740     India $1,000
● 2016:  
● US $53,000        China  $12,000     India $6,000

● US multiplied its income by over 25 times
● China lagged India and then its income become twice as India’s income
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Note that China 
lagged India for 
most of the last 
200 years. And 
then it leaped 
ahead. 

Why?



Recent Growth Stories

1953
2014

● US               $16K $52K         
>  3x

● Japan $ 3K $35K         
~12x

● S Korea       $ 1K $35K           
35x

● China           $ 1K $12K           12x
● India $ 900 $  5K          
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Nations Differ

● People are essentially the same

● But nations differ in economic 
freedom

Examples?
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Economic Freedom and Prosperity

● Prosperity is a consequence of economic freedom

● Economic freedom lexicographically prior to civic 
and political freedoms

● Freedom is a choice — the rules that nations 
choose determine the level of prosperity

Constitutions!!
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Constitutions Matter

● Define the type and role of the state

● Relationship between the state and the 
people
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US Constitution

● World’s oldest written constitution

● 4,500 words in plain English

● First 10 amendments — Bill of Rights — Restricts government

● Added 17 amendments in 230 years since

● Enumerated powers, protection of rights, separation of powers

● Government as the agent, people as the principal
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Indian Constitution

● World’s largest written constitution 150,000 words, written in 
legalese

● 448 articles, in 25 parts, 12 schedules, 5 appendices
● Amended 103 times (last on 14th Jan 2019)
● Places the government as the principal, and people as its agent
● Limits economic and civic freedoms
● Encodes religious, caste discrimination

Legacy of the British Raj — rules made by dead Britishers to subjugate 
Indians
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James Madison on Laws

It will be of little avail to the people 
that the laws are made by men of 
their own choice if the laws be so 
voluminous that they cannot be 
read, or so incoherent that they 
cannot be understood ...
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Why is India not prosperous?

● What are the barriers?

● External barriers?
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British Raj

● Colonial government’s objective — exploitative 
and extractive 

● Rulers left but the rules continued

● British Raj 2.0
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Possible Factors

● History, culture

● Geography and natural endowments

● Natural disasters

● Civil wars

● Foreign wars and invasions
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Maybe Government

● Could it be a colonial government?
● The rules of the game
● Nations differ in the rules they follow
● People are essentially the same, they 

behave differently under different institutional 
settings.
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Government Control of the Economy

➡ Politicization of the economy

➡ Corruption of politics

➡ Bad policies

➡ Immiseration of the people
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Freedom and Democracy

● Economic, civic and political freedoms

● Democracy and Freedom are not equivalent

● Independent choice variables
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Free and Freedom

Faustian bargain: Get everything free in 
exchange for freedom

Everything is free except the people
State large enough to give everything is powerful enough to take 

everything
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Types of States

● Protective (minimal, “night 
watchman”)

● Productive 

● Redistributive 
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State Power

State power tends to destroy.

Absolute state power destroys 
absolutely.
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What’s a State

A state is that institution that has a legitimate monopoly on 
the use of violence within a territory.

Therefore ...
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Therefore 

… the state must be prohibited from engaging in any 
activity that does not intrinsically involve violence

● Education, charity, transportation, communications, 
manufacturing, agriculture, religion, social services, health care, 
housing, power generation, media, …

The state has no business to be in business
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State Responsibility

The state must 
(at the point of gun, if necessary)

● Maintain law and order 
● Protect private property rights
● Enforce contracts
● Punish force, fraud and theft
● Uphold the constitution
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Why not the Government

● Private enterprise versus the government

● Cooperative (voluntary) sector versus the Coerced sector

● Wealth creation versus wealth destruction

● Paternalistic government creates dependence and conflict

● Deadweight losses due to rent seeking
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Limiting State Power

By separating the power to

● Legislate

● Tax 

● Spend

And vesting them in distinct 
bodies
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The Path to Prosperity

● Private property rights

● Free markets 

● Limited government

● Economic freedom 

Evident lessons from the 
experiences of nations
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Adam Smith in 1755

“Little else is requisite to carry a state to the highest 
degree of opulence from the lowest barbarism, but 
peace, easy taxes, and a tolerable administration of 
justice; all the rest being brought about by the natural 
course of things. All governments which thwart this 
natural course, which force things into another channel, 
or which endeavour to arrest the progress of society at 
a particular point, are unnatural, and to support 
themselves are obliged to be oppressive and 
tyrannical.” 
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Legitimate State Power

That the only purpose for which power can be rightfully 
exercised over any member of a civilized community, 
against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own good, 
either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant. ... In the 
part which merely concerns himself, his independence is, of 
right, absolute. Over himself, over his own body and mind, 
the individual is sovereign.

— John Stuart Mill
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The Path Forward

● Constitutional change — make government the 
agent of the people

● Economic freedom and private property rights

● Limited government — prohibited from 
interfering in the economy

○ Government intervention in the economy politicizes the 
economy

○ Which leads to the corruption of politics, and the 
impoverishment of the economy
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Thank you

Please feel free to get in touch. 

email : atanudey@gmail.com

Twitter: @atanudey

Website: https://www.deeshaa.org

Atanu Dey on India’s Development
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Questions and comments 
welcome.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NDXWHlkcag
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